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Sequencing by Hybridization (SBH) is a method for reconstructing an unknown DNA
string based on obtaining, through hybridization experiments, whether certain short strings
appear in the target string. Following Margaritis and Skiena (1995) [12], we study the SBH
in rounds problem: The goal is to reconstruct an unknown string A (over a ﬁxed alphabet)
using queries of the form “does the string S appear in A?” for some query string S . The
queries are performed in rounds, where the queries in each round depend on the answers
to the queries in the previous rounds. We show that almost all strings of length n can be
reconstructed in log∗ n rounds with O (n) queries per round. We also consider a variant of
the problem in which for each substring query S , the answer is whether S appears once
in the string A, appears at least twice in A, or does not appear in A. For this problem,
we show that almost all strings can be reconstructed in 2 rounds of O (n) queries. Our
results improve the previous results of Margaritis and Skiena (1995) [12] and Frieze and
Halldórsson (2002) [8].
© 2010 Published by Elsevier Inc.
1. Introduction
Sequencing by Hybridization (SBH) [2,11] is a method for sequencing of long DNA molecules. In this method, the target
string is hybridized to a chip containing known strings. For each string in the chip, if its reverse complement appears in
the target, then the two strings will bind (or hybridize), and this hybridization can be detected. Thus, SBH can be modeled
as the problem of ﬁnding an unknown target string using queries of the form “does S appear in the target string?” for
some query string S . Classical SBH consists of making queries for all the strings of length k for some ﬁxed k, and then
constructing the target string using the answers to the queries.
Unfortunately, string reconstruction is often not unique: Other strings can have the same set of k-long substrings as
the target’s. For an alphabet of size σ , only strings of length O (σ
1
2 k) can be reconstructed reliably when using queries of
length k [1,6,15,17]. In other words, in order to reconstruct a string of length n, it is required to take k = 2 logσ n + Θ(1),
and thus the number of queries is Θ(n2). As this number is large even for short strings, SBH is not considered competitive
in comparison with standard gel-based sequencing technologies.
Several methods for overcoming the limitations of SBH were proposed: alternative chip designs [7,10,15,21], using
analog spectra [16], using location information [3–5,9,17], using a known homologous string [14], and using restriction
enzymes [18].
Margaritis and Skiena [12] suggested asking the queries in several rounds, where the queries in each round depend on
the answers to the queries in the previous rounds. The goal is to reconstruct the target strings using as few rounds as
possible, where each round contains as few queries as possible. Margaritis and Skiena [12] gave several results, including
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is O (n). They also showed that every string of length n can be reconstructed in O (logn) rounds using n2/ logn queries in
each round. Skiena and Sundaram [19] showed that every string can be reconstructed in (σ − 1)n + O (√n ) rounds with
one query per round.
Frieze and Halldórsson [8] studied a variant of the problem, in which for each substring query, the answer is whether the
string appears once in the target, appears at least twice in the target, or does not appear in the target. We call this model
the ternary model, while the former model will be called the binary model. For the ternary model, Frieze and Halldórsson
gave an algorithm that reconstruct almost all strings of length n in 7 rounds with O (n) queries in each round.
There are several known lower bounds on the string reconstruction problem. First, in order to reconstruct a constant
fraction of all strings of length n, a total of Ω(n) queries are needed [7]. Moreover, if only one round of queries is performed,
then Ω(n2) queries are needed [20]. These upper bound apply both to the binary and ternary models.
In this paper, we investigate the string reconstruction problem when the number of queries in each round is linear in the
length of the target string. We improve the results of [12] and [8] as follows: For the binary model, we show that almost all
strings of length n can be reconstructed in log∗σ n rounds (using O (n) queries per round). For the ternary model, we show
that most strings of length n can be reconstructed in 2 rounds (using O (n) queries per round). The latter result is optimal
due to the lower bounds mentioned above.
We note that for obtaining our results, we use the algorithms from [8,12] with some changes in the parameters of the
algorithms. The contribution of this paper is a new analysis which gives the reduction in the number of rounds.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains basic deﬁnitions and top-level description of our
algorithms. In Section 3 we give the algorithm for the binary model, and in Section 4 we give the algorithm for the ternary
model.
2. Preliminaries
For clarity, we shall assume for the rest of the paper that the alphabet of the strings is Σ = {A,C,G, T }. However, our
results hold for any ﬁnite alphabet.
For a string A = a1 · · ·an , let Ali denote the l-substring aiai+1 · · ·ai+l−1. The binary k-spectrum of a string A is a mapping
SPA,k2 : Σk → {0,1} such that SPA,k2 (B) = 1 if B is a substring of A, and SPA,k2 (B) = 0 otherwise. The ternary k-spectrum of
A is a mapping SPA,k3 : Σk → {0,1,2}, where SPA,k3 (B) = 0 if B is not a substring of A, SPA,k3 (B) = 1 if B appears in A
exactly once, and SPA,k3 (B) = 2 if B appears in A twice or more. We shall omit the subscript when referring to a spectrum
of unspeciﬁed type, or when the type of the spectrum is clear from the context.
Let logn = log4 n, log(1) n = logn and log(i) n = log(log(i−1) n) for i > 1. Deﬁne log∗ n to be the minimum integer i such
that log(i) n 1.
As mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in algorithms that reconstruct almost all strings of some length n.
It is convenient to assume that the target string is a random string of length n, and then bound the probability that some
algorithm reconstructs the target string. We will use A = a1 · · ·an to denote the target string. In the following, we say that
an event happens with high probability if its probability is 1− n−Ω(1) .
Our algorithms have the same basic structure:
1. k ← k0.
2. Let Q = Σk . Ask the queries in Q and construct SPA,k .
3. For t = 1, . . . , T do:
(a) SPA,k+kt ← Extend(SPA,k,kt),
(b) k ← k + kt .
4. Reconstruct the string from SPA,k .
Procedure Extend uses SPA,k and one round of queries in order to build SPA,k+kt (implementations of Extend will be
given in Sections 3 and 4). If at step (4) of the algorithm the value of k is 2 logn + s, then A is reconstructed correctly
with probability 1 − O (4−s) [15]. In particular, if s = Ω(logn) then A will be reconstructed correctly with high proba-
bility. Our goal in the next sections is to design procedure Extend, analyze its performance, and choose the parameters
k0, . . . ,kT .
The following theorem will be used to bound the number of queries.
Theorem 1. (McDiarmid’s bound, see [13].) Let f : Rn → R be a function such that | f (x) − f (x′)| ci if x and x′ differ only on the
i-th coordinate. Let Z1, . . . , Zn be independent random variables. Then,
Pr
[
f (Z1, . . . , Zn) − E
[
f (Z1, . . . , Zn)
]
> t
]
 exp
( −t2∑n
i=1 c2i
)
.
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3. Binary model
In this section, we consider the binary model. Procedure Extend(SPA,k,) is as follows:
1. Let Q A be the set of all strings s1 · · · sk+ such that SPA,k(si · · · si+k−1) = 1 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , + 1}.
2. Ask the queries in Q A .
3. For every string B of length k+, set SPA,k+(B) = 1 if B ∈ Q A and the answer for B was ‘yes’, and set SPA,k+(B) = 0
otherwise.
Example 1. Let A = CGGATGAG, k = 3, and  = 2. The set Q A contains all the substrings of A of length 5 (CGGAT, GGATG,
GATGA, and ATGAG). Furthermore, Q A contains the string CGGAG as all its substrings of length 3 (CGG, GGA, GAG) are
substrings of A, and the strings ATGAT and TGATG.
The correctness of procedure Extend is trivial. We now estimate the number of queries that are asked by the procedure.
Denote this number by X . Before giving a formal analysis, we describe the main ideas. Let B = b1 · · ·bk+ be a random string
of length k+. Clearly, E[X] = 4k+ · Pr[B ∈ Q A] (note that the probability Pr[B ∈ Q A] is over both the random choice of A
and the random choice of B). Therefore, our goal is to bound Pr[B ∈ Q A]. From the deﬁnition of procedure Extend, B ∈ Q A if
and only if there are indices r1, . . . , r+1 such that Bki = Akri for all i. Denote the event that Bki = Akri for i = 1, . . . ,+ 1 by
Er1,...,r+1 . By applying the union bound, Pr[B ∈ Q A] = Pr[
⋃
r1,...,r+1 Er1,...,r+1 ]
∑
r1,...,r+1 Pr[Er1,...,r+1 ], so we can bound
Pr[B ∈ Q A] by computing Pr[Er1,...,r+1 ] for every choice of r1, . . . , r+1.
The diﬃculty in the analysis is due to the fact that the events Er1,...,r+1 have different probabilities. Fig. 1 shows several
cases of Er1,...,r+1 events. In the case shown in Fig. 1(a), the events B31 = A35, B32 = A39, and B33 = A31 are independent, so
Pr[E5,9,1] = (1/43)3 = 1/49. In the case shown in Fig. 1(b), Pr[E8,9,2] = 1/47 as the event occurs if and only if B41 = A48 and
B33 = A32, and these two events are independent. In the case shown in Fig. 1(c), Pr[E4,4,4] = 1/47 as the event occurs if and
only if a4 = a5 = a6 = b1 = b2 = b3 = b4 = b5. We will compute exactly the probabilities of events of the ﬁrst two types.
However, computing the probabilities of events of the third type is more diﬃcult. Instead, we will give upper bounds on
the probabilities of these events, and show that there are only “few” of these events. Thus, the contribution of these events
to Pr[B ∈ Q A] is small.
Lemma 2. E[X] = O ((k + )24−k · n + en/4k−1 · n).
Proof. Let B be a random string of length k + , and let r1, . . . , r+1 be some indices. We say that the indices ri and r j
are adjacent if | j − i| k and r j − ri = j − i. Note that for two adjacent indices ri and r j with i < j, the events Bki = Akri and
Bkj = Akr j happen if and only if Bk+ j−ii = Ak+ j−iri . We say that indices r1, . . . , r+1 are simple if for every i < j, if ri and r j
are adjacent then ri and rl are adjacent for every i < l < j.
Claim 3. B ∈ Q A if and only if there are simple indices r1, . . . , r+1 such that Bki = Akri for all i.
Proof. Suppose that B ∈ Q A , and let r1, . . . , r+1 be (not necessarily simple) indices such that Bki = Akri for all i. If ri and r j
are adjacent indices, with i < j, then Bkl = Akri+l−i for every i < l < j. Therefore, for every i < l < j, if rl = ri + (l − i) we can
change the value of rl to ri + (l − i). By repeating this process, we obtain the desired simple indices.
The other direction of the claim is trivial. 
By Claim 3, we need to consider only simple indices. Given simple indices r1, . . . , r+1, let c2 < c3 < · · · < cx be integers
such that ri and ri−1 are adjacent if and only if i /∈ {c2, c3, . . . , cx}. Let c1 = 1 and cx+1 =  + 2. We want to compute the
probability that Bki = Akri for all i, or equivalently, the probability that B
k−1+ci+1−ci
ci = Ak−1+ci+1−circi for i = 1, . . . , x. Each set
of indices {rci , rci+1, . . . , rci+1−1} is called a block and will be denoted by Li . Two blocks Li and L j overlap if the substrings
A
k−1+ci+1−ci
rci
and A
k−1+c j+1−c j
rc j
of A have common letters (in other words, Li and L j overlap if [rci , rci + k − 2+ ci+1 − ci] ∩
[rc j , rc j + k − 2+ c j+1 − c j] = ∅).
We consider two cases. The ﬁrst case is when there are no overlapping blocks. In this case, the events {Bk−1+ci+1−cici =
A
k−1+ci+1−ci
r }x are independent, so the probability that these events happen for ﬁxed r1, . . . , r+1 isci i=1
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i=1
1
4k−1+ci+1−ci
= 1
4(k−1)x+cx+1−c1
= 1
4(k−1)x++1
.
For ﬁxed x, the number of ways to choose simple indices r1, . . . , r+1 that have x blocks is bounded by
(

x−1
)
nx (there are(
(+1)−1
x−1
)
ways to choose the sizes of the blocks, and at most nx ways to choose the ﬁrst indices of the blocks). Therefore,
the contribution of the ﬁrst case to Pr[B ∈ Q A] is at most
+1∑
x=1
(

x− 1
)
nx
4(k−1)x++1
= n
4k+
+1∑
x=1
(

x− 1
)(
n
4k−1
)x−1
= n
4k+
(
1+ n
4k−1
)
 n
4k+
· en/4k−1 .
In the second case, assume that there are overlapping blocks, and let Li and L j be two blocks that overlap with i < j.
Consider the events Bkci = Akrci and B
k
c j = Akrc j . These two events are independent (see the proof of Lemma 6 in the next
section), so the probability that these events happen (for ﬁxed ci , c j , rci , and rc j ) is 1/4
2k . The number of ways to choose ci
and c j is
(
+1
2
)
 2, and the number of ways to choose rci and rc j is at most 2(k + )n (as rci and rc j must satisfy
|rci − rc j | k +  − 1), so the contribution of the second case to Pr[B ∈ Q A] is bounded by 2(k + )2n/42k .
Combining the two cases, we obtain that
Pr[B ∈ Q A] 2(k + )
2n
42k
+ n
4k+
· en/4k−1 .
Therefore,
E[X] = 4k+ · Pr[B ∈ Q A] 2(k + )
2n
4k−
+ n · en/4k−1 . 
Lemma 4. If k logn, k = O (logn), and  0.48 · logn, then with high probability, X = O (en/4k−1 · n).
Proof. By Lemma 2,
E[X] = O (log3 n · 4−0.52 logn · n + en/4k−1 · n)= O (en/4k−1 · n).
The random variable X is a function of the random variables a1, . . . ,an . A change in one letter ai changes k substrings of
A of length k. For a single k-substring of A, the number of strings of length k +  that contain it is at most ( + 1)4 .
Therefore, a change in one letter of A changes the value of X by at most k( + 1)4 = O (n0.48 log2 n). Using Theorem 1,
Pr
[
X − E[X] > n0.99] exp( −n2·0.99
n · O (n0.48 log2 n)2
)
= e−Ω(n0.02/ log4 n),
and the lemma follows. 
We are now ready to present our ﬁrst algorithm, which will be denoted Algorithm 1. We ﬁrst deﬁne f i to be a tower
of fours of height i (i.e., f1 = 4 and f i = 4 f i−1 for i > 1). Algorithm 1 is based on the algorithm given in Section 2 with
procedure Extend described in the beginning of this section, and with the following parameters: T = log∗ n−1, k0 = logn,
and kt = min( ft+3,0.48 · logn) for t = 1, . . . , T .
Theorem 5.With high probability, Algorithm 1 reconstructs a random string of length n and uses O (n) queries in each round.
Proof. Since f log∗ n−1 > 0.48 logn, we get that kT = kT−1 = kT−2 = 0.48 · logn. Thus,
∑T
t=0 kt > 2.1 · logn, so the algorithm
reconstructs the target string with high probability.
The number of queries in the ﬁrst round is 4k0  4n. Let lt =∑t−1i=0 ki and Lt = nkt/4lt . We claim that Lt  L1 for all t  2.
The proof of this claim is simple as
Lt = nkt
4lt
 n4
kt−1
4lt
= n
4lt−1
 Lt−1.
By Lemma 4, with high probability, the number of queries in round t is O (eLt−1 · n). Since Lt  L1  nf4/4k0 = O (1), it
follows that the number of queries in each round is O (n). 
D. Tsur / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 76 (2010) 751–758 755Fig. 2. Example of the graph G for the case when the blocks are pairwise far (Case 1). In this example k = 3, k′ = 7, r12 = 2, r13 = 3, r14 = 4, r22 = 21, r23 = 44,
and r24 = 45. The blocks are L11 = {r12, r13, r14}, L21 = {r22}, and L22 = {r23, r24}.
4. Ternary model
For the ternary model, we use a procedure called Extend2, that is based on the algorithm of Frieze and Halldórsson [8]:
1. Let Q A be the set of all strings s1 · · · sk′ of length k′ ∈ {k + 1, . . . ,k + } such that SPA,k(s1 · · · sk)  1,
SPA,k(sk′−k+1 · · · sk) 1, and SPA,k(si · · · si+k−1) = 2 for i = 2, . . . ,k′ − k.
2. Ask the queries in Q A and construct SPA,k+ .
The correctness of procedure Extend follows from [8]. Let X denote the number of queries asked by Extend2(SPA,k,).
Lemma 6. If k logn + 2 then E[X] = O (n + 3(k + )24max(−k,0)).
Proof. Deﬁne Bk′ to be the set of all strings of length k′ . Fix some k′ , and let B be a random string from Bk′ . By deﬁ-
nition, B ∈ Q A if and only if there are indices r11, . . . , r1k′−k+1 and r22, . . . , r2k′−k such that (1) Bki = Akr ji for all i and j, and
(2) r1i = r2i for all i. To create a symmetry between the r1i and r2i indices, we shall ignore r11 and r1k′−k+1. We say that indices
r12, . . . , r
1
k′−k, r
2
2, . . . , r
2
k′−k are simple if (1) for every i, r
1
i = r2i for all i, (2) for every i and i′ , r1i and r2i′ are not adjacent, and
(3) for every i < i′ and j, if r ji and r
j
i′ are adjacent then r
j
i and r
j
l are adjacent for every i < l < i
′ .
Claim 7. If B ∈ Q A then there are simple indices r12, . . . , r1k′−k, r22, . . . , r2k′−k such that Bki = Akr ji for all i and j.
Our goal is to give an upper bound on the probability that B ∈ Q A . Using Claim 7, we look at some ﬁxed simple indices
r12, . . . , r
1
k′−k, r
2
2, . . . , r
2
k′−k , and we bound the probability that B
k
i = Akr ji for all i and j. We denote this event by E .
Let L11, . . . , L
1
x1 be the blocks of the indices r
1
2, . . . , r
1
k′−k , and let L
2
1, . . . , L
2
x2 be the blocks of the indices r
2
2, . . . , r
2
k′−k . We
say that two blocks L = {ria, . . . , ria′ } and L′ = {r jb, . . . , r jb′ } are far if |ria − r jb| 2k′ .
Claim 8. Let L and L′ be two far blocks. A block L′′ can overlap with at most one block from {L, L′}.
To help with the proof of the lemma, we build a simple bipartite graph G = (V , E). The set of vertices V contains vertices
v1, . . . , vn that correspond to the n characters of A, and vertices w1, . . . ,wk′ that correspond to the k′ characters of B . Each
equality event Bki = Akr ji consists of k letters equalities. The graph G contains k edges (wi, vr ji ), . . . , (wi+k−1, vr ji +k−1) that
correspond to these equalities. See Fig. 2 for an example. The probability that event E happens is ∏C∈CC(G) 4−(|C |−1) , where
CC(G) is the set of connected component of G , and |C | is number of vertices in the connected component C . In particular,
if G has no cycles, then Pr[E] = 4−|E| . Moreover, for every set of edges E ′ ⊆ E such that the graph (V , E ′) has no cycles, we
have Pr[E] 4−|E ′ | .
We consider two cases.
Case 1. The blocks are pairwise far (see Fig. 2). Since the graph G does not contain cycles in this case, the probabil-
ity that event E happens is 1/4(k−1)(x1+x2)+2(k′−k−1) . For ﬁxed x1 and x2, the number of ways to choose the indices
r12, . . . , r
1
k′−k, r
2
2, . . . , r
2
k′−k is at most
(k′−k−2
x1−1
)(k′−k−2
x2−1
)
nx1+x2 . Therefore, the contribution of this case to PrB∈Bk′ [B ∈ Q A] is
bounded by
756 D. Tsur / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 76 (2010) 751–758Fig. 3. Example of the graph G in Case 2. The dashed edges are edges of G that are not edges of G ′ . In this example k = 3, k′ = 8, r12 = 1, r13 = 27, r14 = 26,
r15 = 61, r22 = 25, r23 = 26, r24 = 41, and r25 = 42. The blocks are L11 = {r12}, L12 = {r13}, L13 = {r14}, L14 = {r15}, L21 = {r22, r23}, and L22 = {r24, r25}. The indices riβ ′ and
r jγ ′ are r
1
3 and r
1
4 , respectively.
k′−k−1∑
x1=1
k′−k−1∑
x2=1
(
k′ − k − 2
x1 − 1
)(
k′ − k − 2
x2 − 1
)
nx1+x2 1
4(k−1)(x1+x2)+2(k′−k−1)
= n
2
42k′−4
k′−k−1∑
x1=1
(
k′ − k − 2
x1 − 1
)(
n
4k−1
)x1−1 k′−k−1∑
x2=1
(
k′ − k − 2
x2 − 1
)(
n
4k−1
)x2−1
= n
2
42k′−4
(
1+ n
4k−1
)2(k′−k−2)
= O
(
n2
42k′
· e2(k′−k−2)n/4k−1
)
= O
(
n
42k′−k
· ek′−k
)
,
where the last equality follows from the fact that k logn + 2.
Case 2. Now assume that there are near blocks. We say that two indices ria and r
j
b are far if these indices are in two different
blocks and these blocks are far. We deﬁne a linear order ≺ on r12, . . . , r1k′−k, r22, . . . , r2k′−k as follows: r12 ≺ r22 ≺ r13 ≺ r23 ≺ · · · ≺
r2k′−k . Let r
i
β ′ be the index such that
1. ri
β ′ is near an index that appears before r
i
β ′ in the order ≺.
2. ri
β ′ is the ﬁrst index in ≺ among all indices that satisfy 1.
Let r j
δ′ be the index such that
1. r j
δ′ is near either r
i
β ′ , an index that appears before r
i
β ′ in ≺, or an index that appears after r jδ′ in ≺.
2. r j
δ′ is the last index in ≺ among all indices that satisfy 1.
Denote β = β ′ − 2 and δ = k′ − k − δ′ . For l = 1,2, let αl (respectively, γl) be the number of blocks from Ll1, . . . , Llxl that
contain indices that appear before ri
β ′ in ≺ (respectively, appear after r jδ′ in ≺). Note that riβ ′ and r jδ′ belong to the blocks
Liαi+1 and L
j
x j−γ j , respectively.
In Case 2, the graph G can contain cycles (see Fig. 3 for an example). We therefore deﬁne a subgraph G ′ of G . Deﬁne the
following sets of edges in G .
1. E1 = edges that correspond to the indices that appear before riβ ′ or after r jδ′ in ≺.
2. E2 = edges that correspond to riβ ′ .
3. E3 = edges that correspond to r jδ′ .
Let W2 = {wβ+2, . . . ,wβ+1+k} (respectively, W3 = {wk′−k−δ, . . . ,wk′−1−δ}) be the set of vertices among w1, . . . ,wk′ that
are incident with an edge of E2 (respectively, E3). Deﬁne E ′3 to be the set of edges from E3 that are incident with a vertex
from W3 \ W2.
Claim 9. The graph G ′ = (V , E1 ∪ E2 ∪ E ′ ) has no cycles.3
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the blocks in L are pairwise far. Thus, by Claim 8, the block L jx j−γ j overlaps with at most one block in L. From the deﬁnition
of δ we also have that Liαi+1 is far from every block in L, and in particular, Liαi+1 does not overlap with a block from L.
Let s be the maximum integer such that ws ∈ C . Assume ﬁrst that s > β + 2 + k, so ws is not incident with an edge
from E2. If L
j
x j−γ j does not overlap with a block from L then every neighbor of ws except perhaps one neighbor (the
neighbor vs′ such that (ws, vs′ ) ∈ E ′3) has degree 1, contradicting the assumption that ws ∈ C . Therefore, L jx j−γ j overlap
with exactly one block from L. By Claim 8, Liαi+1 does not overlap with L
j
x j−γ j (Claim 8 is applied here with L = Liαi+1, L′
is the block from L that overlaps with L jx j−γ j , and L′′ = L jx j−γ j ).
Let r j
′
δ′′ be some index in the block from L that overlaps L jx j−γ j . Let d be the maximum between r
j
δ′ − δ′ and r j
′
δ′′ − δ′′ ,
and let d′ be the minimum of these two values. The only neighbors of ws whose degrees can be greater than 1 are vs+d
and vs+d′ . Therefore, C must contain both vs+d and vs+d′ . The neighbors of vs+d are ws and ws+d−d′ , so ws+d−d′ must be
in C , contradicting the maximality of s.
The case s β + 2+ k is similar and we omit its proof. 
Since G ′ has no cycles, Pr[E] 1/4|E1|+|E2|+|E ′3| . We have
|E1| (k − 1)(α1 + α2 + γ1 + γ2) + 2β + 2δ,
|E2| = k,
and ∣∣E ′3∣∣= |W3 \ W2| = min(k,k′ − k − β − δ − 2)min(k,k′ − k)− β − δ − 2.
Assume that β > 0 and γ > 0 (we omit the analysis for the cases when β = 0 or γ = 0). For ﬁxed α1, α2,
β , γ1, γ2, and δ, the number of ways to choose the indices that appear before riβ ′ or after r
j
δ′ in ≺ is at most
4
(
β
α1−1
)(
β
α2−1
)(
δ
γ1−1
)(
δ
γ2−1
)
nα1+α2+γ1+γ2 . There are at most (α1 + α2) · 4k′  2 · 4k′ ways to choose riβ ′ (since the block
of ri
β ′ must be near a block from L
1
1, . . . , L
1
α1
, L21, . . . , L
2
α2
), and at most (α1 +α2 +γ1 +γ2) ·4k′  2 ·4k′ ways to choose r jδ′ .
Therefore, the contribution of this case to PrB∈Bk′ [B ∈ Q A] is bounded by
2562k′2n4
4min(2k,k′)−2+4(k−1)
k′−k∑
β=1
k′−k−β∑
δ=1
1
4β+δ
β+1∑
α1=1
(
β
α1 − 1
)
nα1−1
4(k−1)(α1−1)
β+1∑
α2=1
(
β
α2 − 1
)
nα2−1
4(k−1)(α2−1)
×
δ+1∑
γ1=1
(
δ
γ1 − 1
)
nγ−1
4(k−1)(γ1−1)
δ+1∑
γ2=1
(
δ
γ2 − 1
)
nγ2−1
4(k−1)(γ2−1)
 256
2k′2n4
4min(2k,k′)−2+4(k−1)
k′−k∑
β=1
k′−k−β∑
δ=1
1
4β+δ
e2(β+δ)n/4k−1
= 256
2k′2n4
4min(2k,k′)−2+4(k−1)
k′−k∑
β=1
(
e2n/4
k−1
4
)β k′−k−β∑
δ=1
(
e2n/4
k−1
4
)δ
= O
(
2k′2n4
4min(2k,k′)+4k
)
= O
(
2k′2
4min(2k,k′)
)
(for the last two equalities we use the fact that k logn + 2).
Summing the two cases, we have
PrB∈Bk′ [B ∈ Q A] = O
(
n
42k′−k
· ek′−k + 
2k′2
4min(2k,k′)
)
and
E[X] =
k+∑
k′=k+1
4k
′ · PrB∈Bk′ [B ∈ Q A] = O
(
k+∑
k′=k+1
n
(
e
4
)k′−k
+ 3(k + )24max(−k,0)
)
= O (n + 3(k + )24max(−k,0)). 
758 D. Tsur / Journal of Computer and System Sciences 76 (2010) 751–758Algorithm 2 uses the following parameters: T = 1, k0 = logn + 10, and k1 = 1.1 · logn.
Theorem 10. With high probability, Algorithm 1 reconstructs a random string of length n. The number of queries in the ﬁrst round is
O (n) and the expected number of queries in the second round is O (n).
By Markov’s inequality we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 11. For every  > 0, the number of queries in the second round of algorithm 2 is O (−1n) with probability 1−  .
5. Concluding remarks and open problems
For the string reconstruction problem with linear sized rounds, we have shown an log∗σ n rounds algorithm for the binary
model, and a 2 rounds algorithm for the ternary model. While our result for the ternary model is optimal, it remains an
open problem to determine the minimum number of rounds required in the binary model.
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